
DIGITALLY ENSHRINED 

Life transformed 

Cybernetic slaves to technology 

An evolving race of digital entity 

Transhuman era gender re-assigned 

The organic shell dead left behind  

 

Life reformed 

Chipset implented far deep beneath 

Entwined in flesh of their broken teeth 

A dying world the perfect remedy 

Brainless cyborgs without identity 

 

Defective faulty systems 

Universalized by our failures and errors 

Bionic legacy 

Universalized broken circuits and processors 

 

Slaughtered deconstructed 

Murdered dismantled 

Slaughtered deconstructed 

Butchered massacred 

 

Life refined 

Ultimately flawed new form of androids 



Emptied blood vessel filled by other fluids 

Body replacement a superior structure 

One last decision for our kind at this juncture 

 

Defective faulty systems 

Universalized by our failures and errors 

Bionic legacy 

Universalized broken circuits and processors 

 

Defective faulty systems 

Universalized by our failures and errors 

Bionic legacy 

Universalized broken circuits and processors 

 

Slaughtered deconstructed 

Murdered dismantled 

Slaughtered deconstructed 

Butchered massacred 

 

SOUL INVICTUS 

Inferno burst 

We'll be the first 

 

Smoldered by the heat wave 

Dying earth is our grave 



Ensured time is ending 

Fading 

 

Inferno burst 

We'll be the first 

 

Wounded this red giant 

Who grows but rest silent 

The sea slowly drying 

Fading 

 

Vegetation's crumpling to dust 

Ablaze is the planet's crust 

No life form untouched  

Vegetation's crumpling to dust 

Ablaze is the planet's crust 

No life form untouched  

Escaping we must 

 

The molten core ruptures from the scorching fury  

Once before written in blood the end of humanity 

 

A lost prophecy 

Forgotten in history 

 



Smoldered by the heat wave 

Dying earth is our grave 

Ensured time is ending 

Fading 

 

Inferno burst 

We'll be the first 

 

Wounded this red giant 

Who grows but rest silent 

The sea slowly drying 

Fading 

 

Inferno burst 

We'll be the first 

 

THE UNSPOKEN IRE 

Strange behaviours  

 

Mother earth where they breed pestilence 

Filled by hatred reeking of malevolence 

Actions leading to a vicious final outcome 

Mass suicides lifeless bodies they will become 

 

Compost slowly decomposing 



Neurotoxin rapidly spreading  

 

Abruptly ceasing confused in the abyss 

Wind blowing leaving them bound to the bliss 

Under impulsion seizing a sharpened object 

To eviscerate not a single one will be kept 

 

Death assured viral outbreak unfurled 

Earth's defense system vermins are churned 

Gun shot to the head corpses falling 

Self-immolation carcasses dropping 

 

Compost slowly decomposing 

Neurotoxin rapidly spreading  

 

Dead 

Dead 

Dead 

 

Expanding pathogen diminished populace 

Rapidly vanishing expelling vomitus 

Specific poisonus disorder prominence 

Ominous reversion gluttony's decadence 

 

In the abyss 



Bound to the bliss 

Breed pestilence 

Malevolence 

 

Expanding pathogen diminished populace 

Rapidly vanishing expelling vomitus 

Specific poisonus disorder prominence 

Ominous reversion gluttony's decadence 

 

In the abyss 

Bound to the bliss 

 

Breed pestilence 

Malevolence 

 

DAWN OF ROT 

We the humankind facing our awaited extinction 

Blinded sheep forfeited thoughts and perception  

Moding mass under a vivant sky of green 

Putrid fog corroding everything in between 

 

Now 

 

Foul stench rotting sores 

Septic wounds festering 



 

Left over chemicals wasteland of our nuclear war zones 

Vanishing burnt to ashes and forgotten bones  

Shining star falling from the mighty heavens above 

Radiant flash wiping out all that is beloved 

 

Purulent ones dying at once 

A burning plague human mistake 

Awake 

Purulent ones dying at once 

A burning plague human mistake 

Awake 

Purulent ones dying at once 

A burning plague human mistake 

Awake 

 

Rotten mortals Vulgar animals dying 

Lost within their eyes 

 

Radioactive diseased bread left to die 

Forever captive in this rot 

Corroding under a vivant putrid sky 

Escaping this fate we will not 

 

Radioactive diseased bread left to die 



Forever captive in this rot 

Corroding under a vivant putrid sky 

Escaping this fate we will not 

 

We the humankind facing our awaited exctinction 

Blinded sheep forfeited thoughts and perception  

Moding mass under a vivant sky of green 

Putrid fog corroding everything between 

 

Purulent ones dying at once 

A burning plague human mistake 

Purulent ones dying at once 

A burning plague human mistake 

Awake 


